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an auto insurance company is seeking new ways to drive up sales and improve customer service. in response, they have decided to rework
their existing radio station by launching a new traffic service, becker europa traffic assist. becker europa traffic assist will feature a different

format with a different voice and will use a different set of traffic lights on every intersection. however, the core concept will be the same. the
next morning, the radio station wacky begins its inaugural night, with a new traffic service, becker europa traffic assist, which will feature a
different format with a different voice and will use a different set of traffic lights on every intersection. however, the core concept will be the

same. in vegacity, a new radio network based at station wacky begins its inaugural night. the station's owner, lucius degeraldson and general
walter zhong, depends on his employees to impress main sponsor bernie king. this includes writer roger henderson, assistant director penny
henderson (roger's wife), page boy billy budget, engineers ted holt, vladja, dr. max rivera, conductor rick rochester, announcer dexter morris,
director walt whalen, jr. and stage manager herman katzenback. after king commissions rewrites on the radio scripts, the writers get angry,

complaining that they have not been paid in weeks. the becker europa range comes with an extremely high quality sound system that can be
customised to suit individual needs. there are a number of options available to the user to customise the sound system including the ability to

select a particular mode for the system; a group of specific buttons to activate at the touch of a button (for example the individual steering
wheel buttons). 5ec8ef588b
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